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Abstract— Spectrum databases are increasingly being used, particularly in spectrum sharing mechanisms, but also in realms such as network optimization, novel licensing regimes, and regulatory monitoring, among others. Spectrum databases are often far more effective, reactive, or sometimes even are required to operate, in conjunction with spectrum sensing—especially if their operation requires automation. Given such observations, this paper presents an update on the IEEE 1900.6b standards work on spectrum sensing to support such databases. Specifically, this paper provides an overview of IEEE 1900.6 and the current work towards 1900.6b, pinpointing the latest updates and thoughts on aspects of the system model incorporating spectrum databases, as well as use cases for the standard. It particularly concentrates on some of the more recent developments and challenges that IEEE 1900.6 is addressing for 1900.6b, such as sharing of sensing infrastructures with different client constraints (noting that spectrum databases—the clients—may have very different requirements in terms of measures such as accuracy and reliability), flexibility in the definition of sensing infrastructures, and security requirements, among many others.

I. INTRODUCTION

There are numerous recent developments in the technoregulatory scope that point towards the use of (broadly-speaking) spectrum databases to make automated real-time decisions on spectrum sharing. These include Spectrum Access Systems (SASs) in the context of the three-tier 3.5 GHz Citizens’ Broadband Radio Service (CBRS) in the US [1], Licensed-Shared Access (LSA) Controllers in the context of LSA in Europe [2], and geolocation databases in the context of TV White Space (TVWS) in the US, UK, Singapore, and elsewhere [3], [4]. There is also increasing drive for Self-Organizing Networks (SONs) and other automated management regimes in the context of increasingly complex, varied and dynamic (for optimal operational reasons) mobile/cellular networks. Such concepts also require spectrum database functionality. Further, the need for regulatory monitoring based around such databases, and other regulatory concepts such as (semi-)automated “light licensing” using databases to keep track of licenses and to assess the appropriateness of applications for licenses based on, e.g., the change in level of interference in the area that would result.

Spectrum sensing in some cases must be combined with such databases, examples being the Environmental Sensing Capability (ESC) feeding the SAS in the US CBRS [1]. In regulatory monitoring capabilities, and likely in other cases such as SON, spectrum sensing assisting such databases might be greatly beneficial. For example, in TVWS, sensing might help to inform or enhance complex propagation information models that the regulator uses to calculate which TV channels can be used where and in some contexts with which allowed EIRP, without violating primary interference thresholds at receivers. In LSA, such sensing might ensure that the ‘secondary’ usage of the operator’s spectrum is not causing more than a threshold of interference, noting that such capabilities might also be used for purposes such as SON in this scenario.

The IEEE 1900.6 working group serves distributed spectrum sensing infrastructures and data structures. Within that scope, work aims to enhance the 1900.6 baseline standard for the purpose of spectrum sensing information to assist spectrum databases, considering different realization options. Consequently, a spectrum database may be an embedded function of a larger system as well as a large distributed spectrum authorization system. This paper outlines some of the current work and objectives towards IEEE 1900.6b. It particularly discusses the developing topics and use cases, and some of the major innovative enhancements and challenges that IEEE 1900.6 is addressing in assisting spectrum databases. Section II of this paper presents a brief introduction of the IEEE 1900.6 standards working group, as well as the key standards that have been and are being developed therein. Section III presents the current thinking on the system model of IEEE 1900.6b and some of the key use cases. Section IV discusses some of the key challenges and current work items of the standard, including some thinking on possible technical solutions for the standard. Section V discusses some detail on a potential technology assessment to verify the 1900.6b approach by an experimental implementation. Finally, Section VI concludes.

II. THE IEEE 1900.6 STANDARDS FRAMEWORK

The IEEE 1900.6 defines spectrum sensing interfaces and data structures for Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) and other advanced radio communications systems, providing a standard for the information exchange between spectrum sensors and their clients.
The IEEE 1900.6-2011 baseline standard defines the logical entities and their interfaces, the reference model and its service access points, as well as the service primitives needed to communicate between entities and to utilize their services.

The IEEE 1900.6a-2014 amends the baseline standard by interface enhancements duly considering advanced technology since approval of the baseline standard regarding spectrum sensing and smart sensors. It further elaborates on the data archive entity’s functionality and newly includes methods to interface with proprietary (i.e., non-standard, off-the-shelf) spectrum sensors.

IEEE 1900.6b is a recent standards amendment project expected until end of 2017 to submit a standard in particular applicable to a variety of sensing-assisted spectrum database concepts, well in line with ongoing 5G standardization efforts world-wide.

In the course of harmonizing spectrum access in the evolution towards 5G, spectrum sensing also has evolved in significance here being a key technology that complements flexible, software-defined and cognitive radio technologies, and enables communication system concepts that can:
- Rely mainly on spectrum sensing for protecting incumbents from harmful interference;
- Increase availability of wireless communications in difficult or interference-prone radio environments;
- Manage co-existence of heterogeneous wireless systems in dense radio environments.

The 1900.6 is following a technology-agnostic approach that aims not to constrain sensing technology, client design, or type of data link between sensor and client. Nevertheless, due to this evolution move and more communication and database system requirements had to be considered for the standard being of practical vantage for its intended use. One major direction further elaborated down this paper is in the upcoming of concepts for spectrum sensing infrastructures as a service to wireless communication systems implemented as networks of spectrum sensors. Evolving spectrum-sensing concepts, well in line with ongoing 5G standardization efforts as networks of spectrum sensors.

A. Reference and System Model

Considering system requirements the 1900.6 working group received so far, the IEEE 1900.6b has defined interfaces between a spectrum database and a distributed spectrum sensing system that can be realized by either of two methods:
- As a gateway function hosted by an existing 1900.6 entity such as the Cognitive Engine (CE) or Data Archive (DA) (Fig. 1);
- As a dedicated 1900.6 Spectrum Database (SD) entity that implements the spectrum database functions as a client application to the Application Service Access Point (A-SAP) (Fig. 2).

The latter option is more appropriate to meet stringent communication security and data privacy requirements, while the former is better suited for enhancing an existing spectrum database (or, alternatively, a spectrum manager) application. This option is best chosen if the spectrum database is designed as a cloud-based or similar application and already relies on widely-used protocols from that field.

Future work will further address the exchange of sensing related information between spectrum databases (i.e. 1900.6 SD entities, Fig. 2), which has been identified as a requirement for hierarchical topologies of spectrum databases that may share spectrum sensing infrastructures. A corresponding SD-SD interface has been introduced already by the IEEE 1900.6b.

Following the 1900.6 technology-agnostic approach, the 1900.6b allows an implementation to choose between different communication methods as outlined in Fig. 3 with respect to the model shown in Fig. 1, depending if a spectrum database application wants to access the sensing system through a gateway to the standard A-SAP, by accessing the standard A-SAP or C-SAP directly, by enhancing the 1900.6 services to directly access the Communication Service Access Point (C-SAP), or to apply proprietary communication methods in parallel to the standard SAPs. The latter may be appropriate in case private end-to-end communication must be considered, or dedicated communication sub-system instances are needed for a certain application area. The various methods outlined here can provide different levels of trust and privacy as required.
maintaining availability across periods of rebuild, upgrade or recalibration without degrading its sensing performance. An issue with sensing infrastructure network operations otherwise could result in causing interference by a dependent communication system to an incumbent. The 1900.6 working group analyzed such requirements and agreed in late 2015 upon a number of pressing working items that aim to advance the feature set of service access points, namely the A-SAP and the C-SAP, for addressing these requirements through the upcoming IEEE 1900.6b.

A. Flexibility of Sensing Infrastructures and Topologies

IEEE 1900.6 does not impose any constraints on the geographical or network topology of sensing infrastructures or on the methods used to detect and manage such. But when drafting the standard it was not duly anticipated that environments that need to utilize dense sensor populations or have to observe rapidly changing radio and mobile environments may quickly cause scalability issues due to the communication load on the link between sensors and clients and the number of concurrently reporting spectrum sensors via a shared communication system. In consequence, 1900.6b put some effort on the support of topology management through A-SAP and C-SAP enhancements, without loss of generality enabling the use of multiple communication sub-systems (i.e., enabling multiple C-SAP instances for a 1900.6 entity) and hierarchical topologies (Fig. 4).

B. Major Use Cases

A number of use cases already have been reported earlier [5] and have been further elaborated regarding their particular requirements with regards to interface capabilities, primitive enhancements and data structure modifications needed to support upcoming use cases. Use cases that are currently under review are the following:

- **Wide Area Sensing**, which describes a particular use case for a spectrum sensing-assisted spectrum database derived from the requirements of wide area spectrum management where multiple instances of managed spectrum databases and sensing infrastructures exist in parallel that share information and resources, as well as multiple stakeholders such as authoritative organizations, spectrum owners, infrastructure operators and users.

- **Industrial Communication Sensing**, which describes a particular use case for a sensing-assisted spectrum database derived from the requirements of ultra-low latency and robust industrial wireless aiming to complement wired field-bus communication for implementing industrial process control that involves sensor-actor communication in a real-time control loop.

- **Generic Use Case on Database-Assisted Spectrum Sensing and Message Exchange**, which aims at instantiating the generic use cases for database-assisted spectrum sensing following the guidelines defined in 1900.6 standard and its further amendments. This generic use case could act as the canvas for more specific use case definition and for identification of possible message exchange.

- **Use Cases for Spectrum Database Resource Awareness and Allocation with Aggregation Considerations**, which broadly aim to serve the spectrum database as a resource awareness and allocation tool using information gleaned from sensing, taking into account the possible of aggregating resources appropriately.

IV. **IEEE 1900.6b CHALLENGES AND KEY WORK ITEMS**

Spectrum-sensing infrastructures, particularly in case of outdoor and wide-area installations but not limited to that, are cost sensitive and demand for solutions that can support multiple concurrent applications. Thus, distinct requirements on the availability and geographical topology of an underlying spectrum sensor network may apply. In particular, it must be possible to manage the network of sensors and its resources,
• Access a sensing sub-system through its edge entity or by its individual sensors, if permitted, using network addresses or sensor identities when available;
• Access the same sensor entity through multiple SAP instances, through multiple edge entities, or via separate communication sub-systems, if permitted;
• Assign access policies to a certain SAP instance according to a role model (e.g., user, operator, maintenance, authority...) and to restrict SAP functionality for that role as required;
• Enhance scalability through, e.g., better compression or selective use/forwarding of sensing information achieved by better understanding of spatial, spectral, and perhaps temporal correlation.

Regarding the latter, there are a number of benefits—particularly in contexts such as wide-bandwidth sensing that might otherwise yield a very large amount of data and network load in conveying the resulting information. For example, a mid-point (e.g., a sensor as an aggregation point in a hierarchical collaborative spectrum sensing structure) might assess aspects such as correlation and make the client (e.g., a spectrum database) aware of that. The client then can optimize better how the sensing is performed or which available information is requested or configured and forwarded by the sensors. This could allow for information from only one among a set of correlated sensors (e.g., in similar/nearby radio environments) to be collected/forwarded. Such capabilities might also assist in the frequency domain. In the context of it being ascertained that a number of frequencies all comprise one channel of a radio system through correlation analysis or reporting, using combined measurements from a number of sensors, then only one reading from within that channel would be taken. Supporting this scenario, it is noted that, e.g., in a dynamic spectrum usage case, aspects such as channelization or frequency spacing of systems using the spectrum might not be known to the same extent that they are in conventional (centrally-/regulator-channelized) spectrum usage scenarios.

The above such capacities enable most of the key features outlined next in this section, and will further enable sensing resource management and virtualization of a sensing infrastructure by means of Software Defined Networks (SDN), Network Function Virtualization (NFV) and Network Slicing.

B. Sensing Infrastructure Sharing and Management of Shared Sensing Resources

The capacity to share sensing resources provided by a sensing infrastructure is initially considered by IEEE 1900.6b for the following technical reasons:

• Multiple sensor clients might be interested to observe distinct portions or use objectives of frequency spectrum that a single sensor instance can provide in parallel;
• Multiple sensors can provide the same sensing information enabling operational redundancy in terms of a means to verify measurements, provide a failover path, or for uninterrupted operations during rebuild or maintenance periods;
• A sensor can be part of multiple sensing sub-systems at the same time, potentially representing separated, purpose-driven geographical topologies, through instantiating distinct SAPs for each of these, covering that it is a shared resource, or controlling its visibility range by using temporal or scoped SAP identifiers;
• A group of sensors, e.g. (dynamically) associated with a dedicated edge element, can provide a separate sensing sub-system that is geographically co-located to another group of sensors or sensing-sub-system, implementing a monitoring function for detecting sensor malfunction or sensor tampering.

In addition, sharing of resources, if sufficiently fine-grained in space, time and function, provides a means to enable network slicing for distributed spectrum sensing infrastructures, which is of particular interest for Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNOs) that depend on spectrum databases within their private network slice.

The 1900.6b addresses such resource sharing mechanisms mainly through dynamic SAP instantiation: A temporal A-SAP instance, for example, represents a managed resource that can be further shared in the time domain by periodic locking the SAP instance. As sketched in Fig. 5, shared resources then are (i) sensor instances, (ii) sensor access time slice, (ii) sensing sub-system, while sub-systems are defined by the edge entity (i.e., the CE/DA instance) offering access to the virtual infrastructure of sensors.

![Fig. 5. Sample shared sensing infrastructure scenario.](image)

In such scenario a spectrum database will recognize two distinct sensing sub-systems and may or may not allowed obtaining details on the sensor topology behind, depending on the infrastructure configuration. An edge entity (i.e., the CE/DA) may either disclose or hide sensor SAP identities, the latter being achieved by generating temporal and scoped sensor SAP identities by the edge entity. In consequence, sensor identities would only be available to their associated edge entity as well as their mapping to network addresses. Network access through a communication system in that case can be provided if permitted by Port/Address Translation (PAT/NAT) techniques applied to the sensor network address if any, or to the sensor identity in general.

For certain use cases (e.g., industrial wireless), the ultimate implementation would be to coalesce the functions and entities mentioned above into a single wireless access node (access point, base station, RAN controller…) to obtain a deployable sensing infrastructure.

C. Multi-Tenancy and Sensors Serving Multiple Clients

As with any new technology, it is necessary to achieve a certain market scale or usage base in order for the costs of
development, manufacture, deployment and operational expenditure to be covered by resulting income or otherwise justified. Moreover, sensors might often need to be deployed in difficult-to-reach or protected areas, and only a limited number of locations might be available for the deployment of such sensors and their numbers might need to be limited in certain deployment locations. Given these observations, it will often be of paramount importance for spectrum sensing infrastructures to be available to multiple clients.

In such contexts, the clients will often have very different requirements. For instance, an unlicensed spectrum user (e.g., a Wi-Fi operator employing a spectrum database for management purposes) might wish to use the sensing system merely to assess the likely performance (and optimization) of the selection of particular channels for usage at particular locations, whereas an SAS may use the system (instantiated as an ESC through the ESC meeting the requirements of the 1900.6b specification) to protect vital government capabilities such as radar. Clearly, the latter must have extremely stringent security and reliability constraints to avoid, for example, under all circumstances causing interference with radar return signals or disclosing radar operational parameters, whereas the former might have only very basic such constraints. Moreover, some constraints or configuration settings might be common among the users of the sensing system, allowing those spectrum users to access and use the sensing system under the same configuration at the same time, whereas others might be more specific and unique.

While taking into account such observations, IEEE 1900.6b is enhancing the way in which sensor capabilities are ‘locked’ by particular clients. This is such that not only will the entire sensor be locked for use exclusively by a client, but specific aspects (e.g., configuration settings) will be able to be locked by/to specific clients while allowing others to vary. This allows clients to access the sensor concurrently, so long as the locked parameters (or conversely, the availability of other parameters for their setting or locking) meet their needs—while maintaining the capability of locking the sensor in entirety to the access by a particular client or clients, if required. Further, 1900.6b considers means for realization of periodic locking of the sensor such that multiple clients can access the sensors in the time domain without interfering.

D. Security and Privacy Enhancements

As with most types of wireless networks, there are numerous security threats that may compromise safety and performance of the system. A scenario where a number of sensors are hijacked or destroyed in order to combine sensing control information. Infected spectrum database gateway function may provide interfaces and functions to convey false sensing control information. Infected spectrum database gateway function may generate excessive sensing related requests from one or more local or remote sensors aiming at flooding them. The virus propagates from one sensor to the other. In order to avoid this, a sensor should not directly communicate with another sensor without first being verified through an entity that will provide an additional communication link between the sensors. In this case, the virus will be required to break two connections in order to infect more sensors thus providing an extra barrier of security.

E. High-Availability Infrastructures

Spectral efficiency, spectrum sharing and high-availability communications are usually considered conflicting domains. Third tier spectrum users (in order to adopt the related CBRS notation) certainly depend on bilateral agreements with second tiers in order to access spectrum on an exclusive basis. But this will not address the risk of interference caused by non-communication origins such as heavy machinery often encountered for wireless communication in industrial facilities.

Spectrum-sensing assisted databases provide the means to resolve this contradiction at least partially by balancing these on a per-user basis, enabling disclosure of spectral opportunities with least interference probability and categorizing spectrum with respect to its suitability for a particular user and use case.

The IEEE 1900.6b considers such use cases by looking also at hierarchical spectrum database topologies and related spectrum management applications, in particular considering the exchange of sensing information between layers in such a spectrum database hierarchy.

In industrial wireless scenarios, for example, an area or facility-wide spectrum database could be enhanced by local
spectrum databases deployed spatially to industrial processes that use ultra-low latency communication to implement closed-loop sensor-actor interaction sensitive to disruption and latency jitter. Such an approach would allow restricting ‘overbooking’ in the spectral domain (i.e., frequency band reservation for failover in case of ejection from interferers) to locations where this is really needed and would forward spectrum observations also to spectrum databases associated with higher layers in the hierarchy.

Localization of spectrum sensing sub-systems associated with a suitable CE/DA edge entity as outlined above can support high-availability communication finally enhancing the response time of spectrum databases, enabling mobility of spectrum sensing of a sub-system, and would allow more efficient collaboration between sensors (e.g., removing redundancy in local spectrum sensing reports) due to its constrained topology.

V. TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT IN 5G EXPERIMENTATION

A growing number of research projects worldwide already conduct experiments on distributed spectrum sensing utilizing federated 5G testbed environments [7], [8]. There is also a growing interest in facilitating such to complement sensing-assisted spectrum databases by spectrum management functions within similar massive machine-to-machine (M2M) and Internet-of-Things (IoT) scenarios in the course of 5G related verticals studies.

Consequently, a vital interest for 1900.6b reference implementations exists for several use cases. A first implementation is currently considered for integration with a hierarchical spectrum manager developed earlier, and is considered for deployment as an integrated service of the 5G Berlin trial platform, which is part of the 5G Berlin initiative to enable 5G technology assessment in an urban environment [9], [10], [11]. Further industrial wireless and M2M application scenarios are foreseen in this context, in particular addressing spectrum sensing in industrial facilities to assess the potentials and limitations of high availability wireless communications using shared spectrum in dense coexistence and interference-prone environments.

VI. CONCLUSION

The work-in-progress IEEE 1900.6b standard aims to serve a number of compelling cases amending the baseline IEEE 1900.6 standard with specific capabilities around the support for spectrum databases. This paper has highlighted some key aspects of the work towards IEEE 1900.6b, particularly the system model as it is currently seen, some key use cases, and some particular challenges, innovations and enhancements that are being addressed in order to serve spectrum databases with sensing information through IEEE 1900.6b.

Current work in IEEE 1900.6b is particularly addressing the items that have been noted in Section IV of this paper, and also finalizing all system level aspects regarding the reference model described in Section III and in [5], [6]. This includes detail such as: (i) the updates to the Service Access Points and associated information models supporting the application to spectrum databases, (ii) the enhancement of signaling procedures and the understanding of interface state transitions to support such cases, in addition to refinement of informative content such as the use case descriptions support spectrum databases.

Future work will continue addressing the above-mentioned items, in addition to finalizing aspects of the text input to the standard progressing toward development of the draft. It is currently aimed for the draft standard to be available in 2017.
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